Summer 2022 Dean’s List – School of Policy Studies

Degree-seeking students with a minimum Georgia State cumulative GPA of 2.00 who earn a 3.50 GPA for the semester and complete at least six semester hours of academic credit with no incompletes.

Acosta, Brianna
Allen, Daniel
Anjum, Samira
Arnett, Savannah
Beckett, Kayanna
Bentley, Damian
Beyene, Robeal
Bhagat, Krisha
Bittner, Joseph
Blaske, Rebecca
Bonilla, Fernando
Brown, Evan
Buie, Jamiyah
Calderon, Kate
Caskey, Kyle
Chase, Devon
Clark, Braxton
Cruz, Itzel
Daniel, Aleya
Delgado-Ortuno, Jaileen
Dixon, Sho
Dotson, Moses
Dunbar, Trevor
Echeverri, Julian
Edema, Shelby
Edwards, Ashley
Eshmont, Marlena
Ezoua, Aime
Ezumah, DeBaris
Farinha, Ashley
Fernandez, Jesus
Florentino, Lauryn
Floyd, Catherine
Gauvin, Arisa
Gibson, Myron
Gomez, Mindy
Gordon, Jayla
Graham, Alicia
Green, Mynasia
Greene, Jasmine
Greenidge, Chadseth
Hand, Monderius
Haynes, Keturah
Hernandez, Ailyn
Hernandez, Cristina
Horne, Rebecca
Islam, Neam Ul
Jackson-Thompson, Delandria
Johnson, Lyanni
Kelly, Mikiya
Kim, Justin
Klutse, Ameloho
Lane, Joshua
Lane, Kimberly
Leidelmeijer, Grace
Lockhart, KeAja
Lopez, Anahi
Majagira, Nicole
Martin, Nina
Maxwell, LaToya
Mazyck, Alexia
Mccree, Serinya
Mendoza, Noelle
Michel, Bianca
Molokandova, Malka
Montufar, Judith
Mosso, Gabino
Mujeeb, Omar
Nem, Niang
Nwakaeye, Samuel
Ochei, Preston
Oppong Agyare, Errin
Ortega Carrillo, Melisa
Pantry, Ajalae
Parson, Kara
Pierre, Natacha
Qonunov, Saransh
Raines, Meredith
Rodriguez, Nailea
Rouhaksh, Nadia
Rubalcaba, Carlos
Russell, Dylan
Salgado, Ana Caren
Saxon, Louis
Schmitz, Marie
Scott, Derickca
Senior, Leah
Sickles, Sarah
Simmons, Rachii
Sims, Leah
Singh, Prabjot
Summers, Matthew
Thomas, Djonte
Thomas, Nija
Traore, Mohamed
Varela Funes, Anahi
Vu, King
Walker, Kyla
Wallace, Ansley
Walls, Myah
West, Justin
Wilson, Leeah
Wilson, Max
Winfield, Belinda
Yanar, Alberto
Zapata, Juan